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Abstract 

Because of their prominent roles in plant development, transcription factors (TF) play central 

roles as drivers of innovation in the evolution of the green lineage (viridiplantae). The advent of 

massive sequencing combined with comparative genetics/genomics allows a rigorous 

investigation of how TF families have contributed to plant diversification from charophyte algae 

to bryophytes to angiosperms. Here, we review recent progress on TF family reconstruction and 

the identification of distantly related TFs present throughout the evolutionary timeline from 

algae to angiosperms. These data provide examples of contrasting evolutionary trajectories of TF 

families and illustrate how conserved TFs adopt diverse roles over the course of evolution.  

Introduction 

In plants, as in all other organisms, transcriptional regulation is crucial for most biological 

processes, from basic metabolism to complex organ development. Trans- and cis-regulatory 

factors, known as transcription factors (TFs) and cis-regulatory elements (cis-elements), 

respectively, play pivotal roles in this transcriptional regulation. TFs are DNA-binding proteins 

that bind to specific cis-elements and directly regulate the transcription of DNA to mRNA. 

Because of their importance, the evolution of TFs and their cognate cis-elements is tightly linked 
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to the increase of organismal complexity and morphological innovations that occurred during 

evolution [1–3] . 

With the unprecedented pace of sequencing of genomes and transcriptomes, the repertoire of TFs 

from a wide variety of plant species (ranging from green algae or bryophytes to angiosperms) is 

now better characterized [4**, 5**, 6**, 7, 8]. Overall, plant genomes contain a higher number 

of TFs, more divergent TF families and more unique DNA binding domains (DBD) as compared 

with genomes from other eukaryotic organisms [9]. Newly obtained sequence information is also 

useful in constructing more reliable phylogenetic trees, providing solid ground to understand 

plant evolution [6**]. Today, only the phylogeny of bryophytes (moss + liverworts + hornworts) 

remains uncertain: bryophytes could be monophyletic or alternatively, they could be paraphyletic 

with the liverworts + moss clade sister to land plants or to tracheophytes [10, 11, 12*]. 

Based on more robust phylogenies, how plant evolution was driven by TF family expansion, 

alteration of binding affinity, novel cis-element recognition and diversification of protein 

partners can be better understood. For example, cross-species comparison of TFs gives clues as 

to which genetic events (i.e. duplications, gene loss) gave rise to alterations in TF families that 

could be at the source of developmental novelty during evolution. 

Evolution of plant TF families 

The wealth of recent sequence data has confirmed previous finding as to the origin of some TF, 

such as the birth of the TCP family in the charophyte lineage [13]. But more importantly, it also 

sheds new light on the evolution of plant TF genes [6**]. Originally, mainly due to lack of 

sequence information in charophyte algae, several plant specific TF families (such as LEAFY, 

NAC, GRAS, MIKC-type MADS and ARF) were thought to have arisen after the water-to-land 

transition. However, newly available sequences revealed that many of these families were 

already present in the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of Streptophyta (Figure 1) [14]. It 

is likely that very few TF families originated in the MRCA of land plants (such as GeBP) or later 

after the water-to-land transition (such as VOZ) (Figure 1). Even YABBY TFs, sometimes 

proposed as land plant specific, are found in most branches of eukaryotic life [7,8,15]. Thus, the 

origin of a new type of TF family per se did not likely play a major role in terrestrialization. 

Moreover, once plants were able to grow on land, they have largely innovated by building on the 



TF families that were already present in the MRCA of land plants. Innovations that occurred all 

along the streptophyte lineage (including for example stomata, vascular tissues, roots, 

reproductive cones or flowers) used repeated TF family expansions (through local or genome- 

wide duplications) and diversification [16] (Figure 1). TF duplications offer the opportunity for 

changes affecting the biochemical properties of the TF protein itself (such as changes in DNA 

binding specificity and protein interaction partners) or its expression pattern (allowing the 

interaction with a novel set of accessible cis-elements or available protein partners). Some 

families experienced strong expansion at different stages of plant evolution. The basic leucine 

zipper domain (bZIP) expanded in charophytes, while basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) family 

members increased in land plants. The MADS TF expanded in spermatophyte and grew from a 

few members to dozens and sometimes over a hundred members in angiosperms (Figure 1), 

where they participate in a wide variety of processes including development, immune response, 

stress response and light and hormonal signaling [17–19]. 

The new sequence information not only helps to identify the TF family members but also 

retraces how TFs have diversified their function by the modular assembly of novel protein 

domains. This is the case for the Auxin Response Factor (ARF) family implicated in 

transcriptional responses to the auxin phytohormone. In addition to their B3 DBD, ARFs possess 

a Phox and Bem1 (PB1) domain that, in land plants, mediates ARF interaction with a similar 

domain present in the auxin/indole acetic acid (Aux/IAA) repressors [20]. In the absence of 

auxin, ARFs form complexes with Aux/IAA proteins and are transcriptionally inactive. Auxin 

triggers Aux/IAA degradation, releasing ARFs for transcriptional activation. The auxin pathway 

originated only in land plants but was assembled using several components present before: i) 

ARF proteins (possessing both the B3 DBD and PB1 domain) already present in charophytes but 

with no described role nor link to auxin, and ii) Aux/IAA and auxin receptor both generated 

through modifications of proteins present in charophytes [5**,21–23]. Similar to several other 

hormonal pathways at work in land plants, the ARF TF family later expanded to diversify their 

roles in numerous developmental or signaling cascades. [5**,24–26]. 

Conservation of TF function over large evolutionary scales 



With the advent of genetic analyses in the moss Physcomitrella patens (P. patens) and the 

liverwort Marchantia polymorpha (M. polymorpha), it became possible to compare TF function 

over the large evolutionary distance that separates early diverging land plants from angiosperms, 

and to infer TF roles in the MRCA of land plant or understand how their function evolved [27]. 

For TFs involved in vital processes present in all plants, it can be anticipated that both their 

biological roles and molecular function (e.g. cis-element recognition) could be conserved. It is 

indeed the case, for example, for PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTOR (PIFs) that are 

bHLH TFs involved in light signaling. They are found in most plants from charophytes to 

angiosperms [28*]. Several PIF target genes and even the modulation of PIF protein stability by 

light via protein-protein interactions with phytochromes are properties conserved between P. 

patens and the flowering plant Arabidopsis [29,30]. This conservation is highlighted by 

experiments in which the Arabidopsis pif quadruple mutant was rescued by the expression of 

either one of the four PIF orthologs of P. patens [31]. In M. polymorpha, the unique PIF protein 

is involved in gemma germination, which corresponds to an asexual mode of propagation, and 

the light-dependent gametangiophore formation (containing the sexual organs). These 

developmental responses to light involve a similar PIF-phytochrome module as in Arabidopsis. 

Thus, this module is conserved at least since plants conquered the land [32,33]. It is even present 

in streptophytes, however its functionality remains unclear [28*].  

The DUO POLLEN 1 (DUO1) MYB TF provides another example where a protein and its 

biological role were conserved between bryophytes and angiosperms. DUO1 is involved in male 

gamete development in both M. polymorpha and Arabidopsis [34*]. Reciprocal 

complementation reveals a conserved function of DUO1 between bryophyte and angiosperms in 

sperm differentiation. Interestingly, whereas the DUO1 from the charophyte algae Chara braunii 

is also functional in M. polymorpha, the protein from a zygnematale species is not functional. 

This is probably due to several substitutions in its DBD, an event that coincides with the loss of 

sperm mobility in this group [34*].  

The functional conservation of TFs in seemingly divergent developmental processes has also 

been demonstrated in several cases, where the parallel between bryophytes and angiosperms is 

less obvious. The TCP family of TF, for instance, controls sporophyte branching in angiosperms 

and in moss P. patens [35] although their branching structures (axillary meristems or branch 



initials) are very different. Conservation can also occur between the moss gametophyte (haploid 

tissue) and the angiosperm sporophyte (diploid). For example, the bHLH TFs ROOT HAIR 

DEFECTIVE 6-LIKE and LOTUS JAPONICUS ROOTHAIRLESS1-LIKE control root hair 

development in Arabidopsis and an analogous structure (rhizoids) involved in water and nutrient 

uptake in the gametophyte of P. patens [36] or M. polymorpha [37]. The molecular mechanisms 

of reproductive development, involving the bHLH TF BONOBO during the germ cell 

differentiation process, also appear to be partly conserved among land plants [38]. Finally, the 

B3 TF ABSCISIC ACID INSENSITIVE 3 (ABI3) involved in abscisic acid (ABA) dependent 

acquisition of desiccation tolerance and dormancy in seeds of angiosperms such as Arabidopsis 

and maize is also necessary for ABA induced desiccation tolerance in the gametophyte of P. 

patens [39] and in gemmae dormancy in Marchantia [40]. This provides another example of a 

presumptive gene network conserved over large evolutionary distance but at work in a different 

phase of the life cycle. 

Long range evolution of floral TFs  

TFs important for angiosperm flower development provide interesting examples of how 

members of an ancestral TF family were able to fulfill new developmental roles over the course 

of evolution. We describe here two contrasting examples, the MIKC-type MADS TF subfamily 

and LEAFY (LFY).  

With multiple roles linked to angiosperm reproduction (e.g. control of flowering time, flower 

meristem identity, floral organ identity, ovule and fruit development), the MIKC-type MADS, or 

type II MADS, illustrates well how the expansion of a TF family has provided members 

involved in multiple angiosperm specific innovations [19,41]. While an ancient MADS is present 

in the MRCA of streptophytes and chlorophytes, this TF possesses only the MADS DBD (M 

domain) and C-terminal domain and is designated a type I MADS TF. The type II or MIKC-type 

MADS emerged prior to the split between charophytes and land plants and is characterized by 

the addition of an Intervening (I) and Keratin-like domain (K) (involved in dimer and tetramer 

formation) to a MADS type I TF present in chlorophytes [19,42]. The acquisition of novel 

functions by MIKC-type MADS TFs in land plants, in angiosperms in particular, involved 

several amplifications of the MIKC-type MADS subfamily followed by changes of their 

biochemical properties- namely changes in their oligomerization state and protein-protein 



interaction specificity. These changes progressively allowed the formation of the heterotetramers 

made of four different proteins that are required, for example, in petal and stamen development 

in angiosperms [41]. Early on, MADS TFs from chlorophytes (devoid of the K domain necessary 

for tetramer formation) (Figure 2) or the unique MIKC copy from M. polymorpha could only 

form homodimers [43]. MIKC-type MADS from the gymnosperm Gnetum gnemon were 

reported to form heterotetramers [44], indicating that MADS tetramerization capacity was born 

sometime between chlorophytes and gymnosperms (Figure 2). This tetramerization capacity 

became highly promiscuous in the angiosperm-specific SEPALATTA (SEP) MADS clade 

proteins (also referred to as ‘glue’ in multiple hetero-tetrameric complexes formation [45]) 

which are able to recruit up to three different protein partners as opposed to the one or two 

protein types recruited by type II MADS in gymnosperms (Figure 2). Even later, the gamma 

genome triplication event that occurred in angiosperms increased the number of so-called “hubs” 

(such as SEPs), members that are highly connected in TF protein-protein interaction networks 

[46]. MIKC-type MADS TF also likely diversified their DNA binding properties. For years, it 

was thought all MADS TFs have the same DNA binding specificity, recognizing a cis-element 

called the CArG box. However, ChIP-seq analyses in Arabidopsis revealed that MADS TFs do 

not bind the same regulatory regions even if large overlaps sometimes exist. This specificity 

might be explained by slight differences between the CArG box sequences recognized by each 

tetramer [47] resulting in the initiation of different developmental programs for each floral organ 

type. Taken together, the MADS TFs fully employed classical patterns of family expansion and 

neofunctionalization via gene duplication events. This mechanism is in direct contrast to LFY, an 

ancient TF that is encoded by a single copy gene in most streptophytes. 

LFY plays a key role during flower meristem emergence and fate in flowering plants and is also 

present in the MRCA of Streptophyta. LFY is a unique case where genetic studies have been 

performed in a moss, a fern and numerous angiosperms. Studies in P. patens and Ceratopteris 

richardii revealed LFY’s role in cell division of the moss sporophyte and in the apical growth of 

gametophyte and sporophyte axes in fern [48,49**]. Studies are lacking to elucidate to what 

extend LFY control cell division/apical growth in early land plants or even in charophytes. 

However, it clearly seems that the floral function of LFY in angiosperm was co-opted from an 

ancestral vegetative role. LFY likely started acquiring a function in reproductive structures of 

gymnosperms where there is evidence that it controls expression of some MIKC-MADS TF 



[50,51] and this role further expanded in angiosperms. The ancestral meristematic function of 

LFY became less essential in angiosperms but is still obvious in rice (for tiller growth), legumes 

(in compound leaves) and even Arabidopsis early flower development [50,52,53]. LFY is an 

outlier to the general theme of TF families diversifying via the addition of protein-protein 

interaction domains to a core DBD. Even in algae, mosses and ferns, LFY possesses a Sterile 

Alpha Motif domain, a highly conserved eukaryotic oligomerization domain [54]. The LFY 

family did not follow a classical expansion scheme and duplications were rarely retained except 

at the base of liverworts/moss and in gymnosperms, but the reasons for this remain elusive [55]. 

Interestingly, despite a highly conserved DBD sequence, LFY DNA binding specificity changed 

several times in evolution [56]. High-throughput methods allowing the determination of TF 

DNA binding specificity (such as DNA affinity purification sequencing (DAP-seq) [57,58] or 

systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment followed by sequencing (SELEX-seq) 

[59]) should thus be useful to thoroughly characterize the DNA binding properties of TF families 

even in cases where sequence conservation suggest they recognize the same cis-elements. 

Conclusion 

Analyzing how TF evolution has contributed to plant innovation is entering a golden age. The 

advent of massive genomic data from a wide range of species (1kp/10kp projects [60,61]) allows 

the resolution of both phylogenies and genome content. The new tools for gene inactivation or 

gene modification are hitting more and more species although the capacity to easily transform 

charophytes algae, hornworts, ferns and gymnosperms remains a limitation. Finally, the 

combination of new sequence datasets, high-throughput in vitro genomics such as SELEX-seq or 

DAP-seq, and computational methods will help speed up the process of determining TF binding 

sites and potentially target genes [62]. These data will decipher how TF properties (e.g. DNA 

binding) have evolved and how this evolution has contributed to innovations all along the green 

lineage. 
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Figure 1: Expansion of several TF families in the green lineage. 
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(A) Simplified phylogenetic tree representing the Streptophyta lineage. The streptophyta 

algae is composed by six lineages, where the zygnematophyceae was identified as the 

sister lineage of land plants. The bryophyta lineage, represented here as monophyletic, 

comprises mosses, liverworts and hornworts. The branching order within the bryophyta is 

still debated.  The tracheophyta lineage is monophyletic and regroups lycophytes, ferns, 

and the spermatophyta lineage (gymnosperms and angiosperms). The chlorophyta 

lineage, the sister group of Streptophyta, is also represented. Coloured stars present the 

lineage of the species used in panel B. 

(B) Examples of the TF toolkit present in several plant genomes. The number of genes for 

each TF family is represented as coloured circles with the legend given below the figure. 

The gene abundances are taken from [4**,5**,7,8] .  

 
Figure 2: Evolution of TF proteins involved in floral development 

(A) Biochemical and functional evolutions of LFY in the green lineage. The simplified 

phylogeny of Streptophyta, as well as the sister lineage chlorophyta, are represented at 

left. LFY appears first in some streptophyte algae genomes. LFY acts as a dimer on DNA 

and recognizes a specific cis-element depicted schematically as a pink box. In the 

bryophyta lineage, several modifications affecting the DBD of LFY results in different 

DNA binding preferences. In P. patens, LFY recognizes a different DNA motif show as a 

green box, whereas in the close ortholog in M. polymorpha LFY recognizes a third type 



of DNA motif (yellow box). Interestingly, a promiscuous LFY was discovered in 

hornworts, where LFY binds all three of these DNA motifs. Functional analysis in P. 

patens reveals a key role of LFY in cell division, resulting in the formation of the 

sporophyte. The LFY specificity primarily found in M. polymorpha was kept in all 

tracheophytes. Functional analyses in ferns revealed the conserved function of LFY in the 

control of cell division, both in gametophytic and sporophytic tissues. In angiosperms, 

LFY acts as a master regulator of flower development. Non-floral functions were also 

reported, such as meristem initiation in Arabidopsis or leaf development in several 

fabaceae, which may represent its ancestral role reported in ferns and mosses. These 

functions are depicted schematically. 

(B) Biochemical evolution of MICK-type MADS in the green lineage. The simplified 

phylogeny of streptophyta is represented as pictograms on the left (see panel A for 

details). MADS TFs appear early in plant evolution and are already present in 

chlorophyte, the sister lineage of streptophyta. The cis-element recognized by MADS TF, 

the CArG-box, is represented as a red box. MIKC-type MADS TFs appear first in 

charophytes, where the I, K and C domains are fused to the pre-existing MADS (M) 

domain. Thus, the origin of the tetramerization property of MIKC-type MADS could date 

back to the charophyte lineage. In gymnosperms, MIKC-type MADS TFs formed dimers 

(homodimers and heterodimers) as well as homo and heterotetramers based on 

biochemical experiments. In angiosperms, the number of different MIKC-type MADS 

expanded due to several duplications (illustrated by the different protein colours), 

resulting in a myriad of potential heteromeric combinations. Compared to LFY (panel A), 

MIKC-type MADS TFs rely less on amino acid substitutions in their DBD. Rather, they 

acquired a tetramerization interface (K domain) early during evolution and they expanded 

dramatically in the angiosperm lineage.   


